
VERMEJO PARK RANCH OTHER HUNTS

PRONGHORN ANTELOPE 

• Known for their sharp eyesight and great speed they are a very graceful and beautiful animal.

• This hunt takes place on the prairie section of Vermejo Park Ranch in late August and early
September.

• Hunters participating in our pronghorn hunt stay at our Main Lodge and travel to the prairie
each day for the hunt, generally visiting one of the local restaurants in the nearby towns of
Cimarron or Colfax for lunch.

• Hunters may choose either archery or rifle; or they may carry both, as any weapon legal to hunt
with by New Mexico law is allowed during these hunts.

• Vermejo’s pronghorn population varies annually depending on rainfall and fawn survival, but
generally falls between 1,000 and 1,300 animals.

• Pronghorn bucks reach their prime at three to four years of age.

• Bucks harvested generally average in the mid 70 (B&C green) with one or two taken each year
over 80 inches.

• Vermejo offers up to 30 pronghorn hunts over three, three-day hunt periods.
o The first two hunts are limited to 12 total hunters to allow for plenty of space for each

hunter.
• We do not sell antlers; if you are simply looking for an enormous trophy animal, Vermejo is not

the place for you.

TROPHY BISON 

• Vermejo’s bison herd is free-ranging and privately-owned.
• No hunting license is required to hunt Vermejo bison, as New Mexico law considers bison to be

livestock.
• Our Castlerock bison herd has been found to be genetically unique in that no cattle genes have

been found during genetic testing.
o To manage for high genetic diversity, we do not keep any bulls over six years of age.
o Our hunts occur after the breeding season, so we do allow for harvest of three to six-

year-old bulls during our fall hunts.
• Bison are not exceptionally large animals but are prime for the table and still provide a nice

mount or skin.



• Bison hunts are not exceptionally challenging, but they enable our hunters to view a lot of the
ranch and see many bison prior to making their bull selection.

• A bison head, skull or rug is a uniquely American trophy.
• We offer both a three-day, trophy bison-only hunt or an add-on bison hunt to our elk and deer

hunts.

Merriam’s Spring Turkey 

• Merriam’s turkeys are abundant on Vermejo, but populations do fluctuate annually, depending
on the ranch’s moisture levels and the annual snowfall at lower elevations.

• Each year, New Mexico’s spring turkey season begins April 15th and ends on May 10th.

• Vermejo offers two four-day turkey hunts and one three-day turkey hunt, annually.

• Weather in this area of New Mexico during this time of year is often unpredictable; the early
hunts sometimes see rain or even a late snow storm on property.

• The bag limit for turkey in New Mexico is two turkeys with a visible beard.
o Spring turkey season is also a great time to fish one of our many private lakes; therefore,

some hunters only take one bird in order to take advantage of the great trout fishing on
property this time of year.

• Vermejo limits the number of hunters for the first two seasons to 24 per season.

• The annual total harvest of turkeys on these hunts runs from 80 to over 100 birds per year.

Cougar Hunts 

• A limited number of cougars are harvested on Vermejo each year.

• We do not offer a package for these hunts, but instead sub-contract our cougar with a third-
party outfitter.

• These hunts are with dogs, and occur in late December through March or until the limited quota
set by the state for this region of New Mexico is met.

Late Season Cow Elk Hunts 

• These hunts are sold each June (applications are sent via e-mail).
o In order to join the e-mail list of application recipients for the hunt drawing, please send

a request to hunts@vermejo.com by May 31st.

• Demand for these hunts is very high; and as we have decreased our cow elk harvest from past
years, we have fewer hunts to offer.

• In addition, Vermejo has agreements with three off ranch contractors who sell late December
and January cow elk hunts on Vermejo.  The contractors are Timberline Outfitters
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ntcarico@yahoo.com (Bayfield, CO) , Kiowa Hunting Service tim@kiowahunting.com (Raton, 
NM) and Cecil’s Trails End Hunting (Dodge City, KS) pheasants@sbcglobal.net  

• These hunts are all guided (we no longer offer un-guided cow elk hunts to the public).

• Our elk herd management is based on a mathematical model that taking into account many
biological factors including annual harvest, pregnancy rate, elk calf survival and herd
composition (ratio of bulls to cows and calves to cows).

o This allows us to predict population numbers and set harvest goals.
o Our elk herd management strategy includes harvesting enough cow elk each year to

maintain our target number of 7,500 animals.
o Our late season cow elk hunts are intended to help us meet these goals.
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